TROUT TROLLING

TROUT HARLING

GUIDE TO JIGGING, HARLING
& TROLLING FOR TROUT

(DEEPWATER TROLLING WITH LURES)

(SHALLOW WATER TROLLING WITH FLIES)

ROD - A trolling rod is around 1.7m in length with a slow and
soft action, not too long to become clumsy in your boat but long
enough to angle away from the boat to prevent tangles when
trolling. The action of the rod is important to see when your lure
is “working”. Your rod should “nod” gently when trolling speed is
just right. Recommended; KILWELL XTREME II TROLLING ROD

ROD - Similar to a trolling rod but you can go lighter in action and
your line is shorter. The best length for a harling rod is around
1.8m with a slow and soft action. 1.83m is a good length not too
long to become clumsy in your boat but still long enough to angle
away from the boat to prevent tangles when harling.
Recommended; KILWELL XTREME II TROUT HARLER

REEL - The most popular reel is an ALVEY 456BMK2 centre pin
style reel. Even easier to use is a ALVEY 456BE it has a “one-way
drag system”, the reel winds in easily but as the fish runs the
drag comes on automatically, just set the drag and forget it. By far
the easiest to use is the KILWELL JD300 reel which sits on top of
the rod and has a high speed retrieve rate, a one way drag and
a line laying system to prevent tangles. Recommended ;
ALVEY 456BMK2, ALVEY 456BE, KILWELL JD300 or JD500.

REEL - The most popular reel is an ALVEY 455 centre pin style reel.
Even easier to use is a ALVEY 426BENZ, it has a one-way drag
system, the reel winds in easily but as the fish runs the drag comes
on automatically, just set the drag and forget it. By far the easiest
to use is the KILWELL JD300L reel which sits on top of the rod and
has a high speed retrieve rate, a one way drag and a line laying
system to prevent tangles. Recommended; ALVEY 455B,
ALVEY 426BENZ, KILWELL JD300L or TiCA CAIMAN 150.

ROD - For jigging the best length for a rod is from 1.7m to 2.4m
with a light but fast action. With jigging the boat is generally
drifting around or stationary so a longer rod makes it easier to
play the fish as it will circle your boat. The rod should be physically
light to hold as you will be holding it all day, it needs to be stiff
near the butt but flexible near the tip so you can work your flies.
Recommended; KILWELL XTREME II TROUT JIGGER, KILWELL
XP LT JIG, KILWELL EG LIGHT JIG, TiCA SCULPTOR.

LINE - Generally the line will be attached by your friendly tackle
store. A standard trolling reel will have 10 “colours” of
”Leadline” a multi coloured braided line with a lead wire core,
which will be spliced to dacron backing line. The lead in the line
takes your line down deep and the coloured line is in 10m
increments. PTO for diagram on leader length.
Recommended; WOODSTOCK LEADLINE 100m.
LAKE WAIKAREMOANA USE DSL LED LINE (NO LEAD)

LINE - Generally the line will be attached by your friendly tackle
store. A standard harling reel will have 2 to 5 “colours” of “Leadline”
a multi coloured braided line with a lead wire core, which will be
spliced to dacron backing line. The lead in the line takes your line
down deep and the coloured line is in 10m increments so you can
vary the length and depth of the line. The trace is often joined to
the leadline with a small #12 swivel and will be 10m to 15m in
length. Another line option popular with the fishing guides is
DEEPWATER EXPRESS, a tungsten filled flyline with a braided
monofilament core. Recommended; WOODSTOCK 27lb LEADLINE,
SCIENTIFIC ANGLERS DEEPWATER EXPRESS & DSL (LED) LINE
JOINED TOGETHER, AN EXCELLENT PROVEN LINE.

REEL - With jigging you are constantly altering the amount of line
in & out, as your boat drifts over the contours of the lake bed, so
a small overhead baitcasting reel is by far the easiest option to use.
Again you will be holding the reel all day so the smaller the better.
Other important features are a thumb line release button and
auto gear engagement. Recommended; KILWELL WEA200,
TiCA TACTICA, TiCA SCULPTOR, TiCA CAIMAN 100.

LURES - There are four important points for trolling lures;
COLOUR The most popular lure colours include any combinations
of green, gold, black or white & bright orange, pink, lime
fluorescent colours. As a general rule on a bright day use a bright
lure, on a dark day use a dark lure. ACTION; To prevent line twist
and line failure, you will need a very slow spinning, darting or
wobbling action lure. SIZE; Generally use a lure 70 to 80mm in
length, but if the fish are feeding on smaller prey a shorter lure
will work well. WEIGHT; The physical weight of the lure relates to
the depth it will fish at. In the warmer summer months the fish
are deep so use a heavier lure up to 20gm. Recommended;
TASSIE DEVIL, STRIKE PRO, KILWELL TOBY, ZED SPINNER or
BINGO LURES.

BOAT SPEED - The slower you can troll the deeper your line will
sink, but generally 1.0 to 1.5 knots or 2.0km/hr (walking speed) is
considered a good speed. Vary your speed, try stopping your boat,
let the line sink, then back to trolling.

TIP: A FISH FINDER (Sounder) IS A MUST,

BOAT SPEED - The slower you can
troll the deeper your line will
sink, generally 1.6 to 1.8 knots
(2.6km/hr) is considered a
good speed.

this will show depth - smelt - trout depth,
speed & temperature.

GET TO KNOW YOUR FISH FINDER

IT’S A BIG ADVANTAGE TO A SERIOUS ANGLER.

ALVEY
426 REEL
KILWELL
JD300L REEL

kilwell.co.nz

Hold your lure at
the side of the boat
to check the action
before releasing it
further back.

LURES - Large harling trout flies are the best option in hook size 2
or 4. Recommended; PARSONS GLORY OR GREEN ORBIT FLIES
RABBIT PATTERNS, GREY GHOST - WOOLLY BUGGERS.

NORTH ISLAND
TROUT JIGGING

LINE - 4 to 6kg (8 to 12lb) braid is the best option, as there is no
stretch you can feel exactly what is happening at the bottom of
the lake, so a strike should be an instant hook up. The better
quality lines will be thinner and an option is to get a braid with
coloured markings at 5m to 1m intervals, so you can accurately fish
the correct depth. Recommended; STRIKE PRO ARMOUR BRAID,
SUNLINE BRAID. One of the secrets to improving your catch
rate - mark the braid at 20m, 25m, 30m.
RIG AND FLIES - The jigging rig on the end of the line consists of
a 2 to 3m 5kg fluorocarbon backbone with three 4kg fluorocarbon
traces branching off at even intervals with a fly attached to each.
At the very bottom attach a 1 to 2oz sinker, use the lightest weight
that gets your flies down and holds them down if drifting. Similar
to fly fishing you will need to ”match the hatch”, so the flies you
choose will be similar to what the trout are currently feeding on,
ask your tackle store owner. Recommended; READY TO FISH
KILWELL FRESHWATER JIG RIGS - GINGER MICK, JACK SPRAT, or
GREY GHOST, WOOLLY BUGGER - RED SETTER.
BOAT SPEED - The best jigging is done while drifting slowly past
an underwater reef or area that holds fish. It is important to have
a fish finder to pin point the fish, you can aim your drift so your
flies go straight through holding fish. If there is a breeze you may
also need to deploy a drogue to slow the boat, or anchor just
upwind of the area then release the anchor warp until in position,
over the smelt and trout.

TO PREVENT LINE TWIST ADD SPLIT RINGS & SWIVELS
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LURES FOR TROLLING
& HARLING
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THE TAMBLIN TROLLING RIG

LAKE

OCTOBER - DECEMBER

#12 SWIVEL

C.A.G.I. SONIC ATTRACTOR/AVAILABLE IN 4 COLOURS

TASSIE DEVIL

3m/5kg nylon

ROTOITI

58

600mm/5kg nylon

800mm/5kg nylon

APRIL - JUNE

JANUARY - MARCH

JULY - SEPTEMBER

LITTLE DEVIL

DUAL DEPTH TASSIE
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#12 SWIVEL

TM

SONIC ATTRACTOR

//

USE #12 OR #14 SWIVELS

Co m e A nd Ge t I t!
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Lures

Tasmanian Devil
43

115

10

15

39

SILVER/BLUE

ZEBRA

CHARGER

GREEN/GOLD

BROWNIE

ZEBRA

GREEN FLASH

SILVER FLASH

COPPER ZEBRA

TRAFFIC LIGHT

PINK FLASH

GREEN GOLD

(SB) 7g

(Z) 10g

(C) 12g

(GG) 7g

12g

(Z) 12g

(G) 12g

(S) 12g

(KZ) 12g

(TL)10g

(P) 10g

(GG)12g

SEASON CLOSED FOR BOATS

TOBY

TOBY

BINGO

TOBY

Y82

S13

TOBY

ROTORUA
ROTOMA
TAUPO

TOBY

TOBY

80

TOBY

TOBY

TOBY

TOBY

LITTLE DEVIL

TOBY

26

58

75

ZEBRA

GREEN FLASH

GOLD FLASH

SILVER/BLUE

ZEBRA

TRAFFIC LIGHT

SILVER FLASH

SILVER

COPPER ZEBRA

SILVER/BLUE

FINGERLING

GREEN/GOLD

ZEBRA

BANANA

PINK FLASH

CHARGER

(Z) 7g

(G) 7g

(Z) 7g

(SB) 7g

(Z) 7g

(TL) 7g

(S) 7g

(S) 7g

(KZ) 7g

(SB) 7g

(F) 7g

(GG) 7g

(Z) 7g

(B) 7g

(P) 7g

(CH) 12g

112

46

53

55

04

63

BR

110

Y05

25

WAIKAREMOANA
TOBY

BINGO

TOBY

58

59

HOL

88

TOBY

TOBY

BINGO

TOBY

TARAWERA
OKATAINA

05

72

113

FLP

06

ZEBRA

GREEN FLASH

TRAFFIC LIGHT

(Z) 12g

(G) 12g

(TL) 12g

(D) 12g

TOBY

BINGO

56

55

08

TOBY

TOBY

TOBY

TOBY

BIG DEVIL

TOBY

Tasmanian Devil

PHANTOM

ZEBRA

GOLD FLASH

SILVER FLASH

SILVER/BLUE

COPPER ZEBRA

CHARGER

PINK FLASH

(P) 12g

(Z) 20g

(Z) 12g

(S) 10g

(SB) 12g

(KZ) 12g

(C) 7g

(P) 12g

Lures

SEASON CLOSED FOR BOATS

TOBY

TOBY

TOBY

TOBY

TOBY

TOBY

TOBY

TOBY

TOBY

TOBY

TOBY

TOBY

THE CORRECT TROLLING SPEED FOR LURES IS OBSERVED BY A SLOW PULSING ACTION OF THE ROD TIP (2-3 km/h is good)

kilwell.co.nz
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TOBY

LITTLE DEVIL

TOBY

